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February 11Vriting Contest RULES 
WIN $75/ $50/ $25 Send typed or neatly printed entries with: 
Illustration by Myonie Payton, Hirsch 
American voters recently elected a majority of Republican Con-
gressmen to the U.S. House of Representatives and Senate, leading 
some observers to say that America is moving away from the 
liberalism of Bill Clinton and towards the 
conservatism of Newt Gingrich. 
ESSAY QUESTION 
How would you define political liberalism and 
conservatism in America? Wh~re would you place 
your own opinions on the political spectrum 
(between conservative and liberal)? 
Why? Be persuasive! 
Your name; 
Home address; 
Phone number; 
Age; 
School; 
Teachers Name: 
Send to 
Essay Question 
New Expression 
70 E. Lake St., Suite 815 
Chicago, II 60601 
Must be under 19 to win. 
Sponsored by 
Polk Bros. Foundation --
A Chicago Concern 
Winning entries will be printed in next month's New Expression. 
Winners of last month's contest appear on page 5 . 
N E""sbriefs 
Only five percent of 12-to-17 year-olds who haven't consumed alcohol 
are likely to move on to illegal drugs, while more than 37 percent who 
have consumed alcohol have used illegal drugs. At least that's what a 
study by the Center on Addiction and Substance Abuse at Columbia 
University found out. 
Are adopted teens as happy and well-adjusted as others? A new study 
by the Search Institute says they are. The study of 715 families found most 
teens adopted at b irth had no problems with mental health or well-being. 
side this Issue Any adopted teens out there who want to share their views with us? Call NE and ask for Dennis Sykes or Adolfo Mendez 64 1-6397, or write us at NE, 
70 E. Lake, Suite 815, Chicago, IL 60601. 
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Like plays but can't afford to go? Help may be coming, if Bernard 
Sahlins has his way. The Chicago producer and director has created the 
concept of a Teen Ticket Card. The card would allow 12-to-20 year-old 
audience members to buy full-value seats at theater, dance, and music 
events at a d iscounted rate. 
Mark your calendar to do some good for someone else. National Youth 
' =· .,!j,·~ ... l Service Day, the day when teens across the nation will give up their day . for community service p rojects, is April 25. Youth Service America, the sponsoring organization , says April25 "com-municates to policy makers, business and community leaders, educators, 
parents and young people the idealism and vast potential of organized 
youth service. " 
If you want to join 1 million teens participating in National Youth Service Day, call 
Lutheran Brotherhood's RespecTeen toll-free number, 1-800-888-3820, for more information 
on how to plan and promote your event. 
Let NE know what you 're gonna do, and maybe we 'll feature you working on that day. 
The Poetry Video Festival is a showcase of poetry videos made by poets 
from across the country. Poetry Slam (poetry read aloud for audience 
response) has been a growing tradition for the last ten years. The format 
will be the same as last year's sold-out festival which featured celebrity 
judges rating competing poetry videos from around the nation in typical 
'Slam· fashion. The goal is to explore, define, and expose the medium of 
" Poetry Video. " This festival exists to lift poetry off the page and into the public 's everyday 
lives through the creative use of technology. The Festival will run from April 5-7. at several 
locations. This event is sponsored by the Guild Complex, and co-sponsored by the Center 
for Community and Media, Community T.V. Network, Chicago Cable Access. Chicago 
Filmmakers, and Young Chicago Authors. 
For more information on the Poetry Video Festival, contact, Jean Howard at (3 12) 539-
9477, or Michael Warr at (3 12) 278-2210. 
to 
dge of culture key to solving problems 
in African-American communities 
Another year, another Black History Month; 
and the disarray of the African American race can 
be said to be at its worst. African Americans have 
come along way since the days of watching cross 
burnings or routinely being called "nigger". But it 
seems that we have now evolved into a confused, 
unorganized, violent. unmotivated race that can't 
even control the actions of 1ts youth. Instead of 
unity, progress and growth, we now have cnsis 
Statistics show 35% of black youth are affili-
ated with gangs. Over 45% of the population of 
Cook County Jail is black males under the age of25· 
and how many of us have experienced the tragic 
death of one of our peers who d idn 't even get a 
chance to experience life? We know the problems 
but how can we solve them? 
One way is to take a look into our African 
roots, and study the philosophies of our ancestors. 
Philosophies such as "Sankofa" wh1ch tells us to 
backtrack to the past in order to move forward 1n 
the future. For, as Marcus Garvey once sa1d, "If a 
man doesn't know from whence he came he will be 
destined to return there." 
Another useful philosophy is "Ujlma" which 
stresses collective work and responsibi lity. Ujima also teaches us that our 
brothers' and sisters' problems are our own problems as well, and that we 
must work together to solve them. Ujima is so important in African tradition 
that it is the main theme of the third day of Kwanza . And, this philosophy 
is not limited to any particular race. The problems that black people have 
in America must be seen as problems for all Americans, and vice-versa. 
Everyone is familiar with the ancient African proverb " It takes a whole 
village to raise one child," now is the time to start practicing it. 
But to practice the philosophies of Sanko fa and Ujima, we must first 
learn more about them. We must also learn the wisdom of the Husia, the 
Ashanti. the Songhay, the Yorba, and the Egyptians. Remember, Ameri-
can blacks were once forbidden to practice and study African culture, 
under threat of the harshest penalties of the slave master's whip. Now this 
knowledge is as easy to get as a library card. It's time we stopped living 
out the old saying, "If you want to keep something secret from black folks, 
put it between the covers of a book" and reclaim the knowledge that our 
ancestors created. That is what Sankofa is all about. 
African knowledge from the past can be the dramatic key to 
unlocking the doors which hold today's problems; and a source of hope 
to reconstruct our torn-down communi1 ies. 
So, let us all act on what we learn every year during Black History Month 
and use it to make our people and our country stronger. That is what 
Ujima is all about· working together for the common good . 
If you can join me and others in prac1 icing the princ iples of Sanko fa 
and Ujima, then this article won ' t be just another collection of strong 
words put together for the benefit of everyone but helping no one, It will 
be the c ure for blac k America 's (and all America 's) crisis of color. 
Adam little, Lindblom 
Photos by Paul Price, Sourh Shore 
' 
Pictured: Teen menbers of the Ujima program at Franklin Park 
work together in providing after-school programs and activities 
for neighborhood youth. "Ujima • Is a Swahili word meaning 
collective work and responsibility. 
'' 
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How a minister became an important role model lor a DuSable senior 
Rev. Nathan Schaffer is 
one of the most impor-
tant people in my life. He 
was one of the people 
who "led me up the right 
path" so to speak. 
When I was a freshman 
in high school I was wild 
and basically out of con-
trol. I always got into fights 
and I would always curse 
out my teachers. 
I met Rev. Schaffer dur-
ing my freshman orienta-
tion, where he was my 
instructor. Just from be-
ing in class with me he 
saw how hyper I was and 
he paid attention to me. 
We became c lose 
friends over time and he 
learned that I cou!d sing. 
He always told me that I 
could be a part of his gos-
pel choir. I never paid 
much attention to him, 
though. 
I got to school, and I 
was so gee ked. My sister 
was a senior so I knew 
everyone she knew. I 
wasn't getting along with 
everyone, but I was de-
termined not to let any-
one push me around like 
they did in grammar 
school. 
I always got good grades 
but I could never keep my 
mouthshut. Youcouldsay 
I had somewhat of an atti-
tude problem. Eventually 
I joined the choir and be-
fore long my big mouth 
caught up with me. 
I was on the verge of 
getting kicked out of 
school because some of 
my teachers were getting 
tired of me. When I heard 
about this I got scared. It 
was like all of a sudden the 
invincible Monica was in a 
tight spot and, for once I 
had to listen instead of 
complain. 
I ran up to the room 
where we practiced and 
told Rev. Schaffer about 
what was happening to 
me. He told me that I had 
the right to say what I 
wanted to say, as long as I 
didn 't yell and scream and 
curse. 
I eventually got out of 
that situat ion by treating 
my teachers with respect 
and handling my business 
after class. Now all any-
one says is that I've 
calmed down since fresh-
man year (meaning that 
I've matured, which is 
what everyone has to do 
sooner or later in order to 
get ahead in life). 
Rev. Schaffer showed 
me that there was so much 
more to life than arguing, 
fuss ing, and fighting . 
When the choirs went on 
a trip to Washington, I got 
to see a lot a different 
colleges and seeing that 
actually made me decide 
With "Empowermenr 1hrough Educm ion ", 
we are keeping his dream alive. 
MALCOLM X COLLEGE 
Proudly Salutes The M emory of 
DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING , JR. 
One of the City Colleges oi Chicago 
1900 W . Van Buren 
Chicago. Illinois 6061 2 
(3 12) 850-7055 
The Qualiry Choice 
that I wanted to go to col-
lege. 
The most'importantthing 
I learned from Rev. 
Schaffer is that everyone 
wa.nts to get heard, but 
everyone needs to learn 
how to be heard. You 
can't be a loud mouth and 
expect to get ahead or 
be taken seriously. 
Everyone needs to voice 
how they feel and I, by the 
grace of God, get to voice 
how I feel through my 
school newspaper and 
New Expression. I can say 
what I want to say and be 
proud that I didn' t get ig-
norant and have people 
think of me as a lesser per-
son. 
Monica Pegues, 
DuSable 
Money 
for College! 
• Billions of money in grants & 
· go unclaimed each 
• Our database has over $200,000 
private companies that we can 
match you up with 
• Awards are given 
REGARD LESS of income 
• We offer a unique 
money-back guarantee 
For more info. and 
an application call 
(312) 289-6866 
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HEY! are you a game FREAK? 
Do you know all the codes? Do you draw 
characters of your favorite video games? 
';/ SB\10 YOUR CODES 
r---'----'----
1 
/·: OR ARTWORK TO 
.. E! 
Show us you got skills and 
you•n receive a free prize 
(like FR EE games) 
plus your codes or art will 
appear in the pages of 
NE•s Virtual Reality! 
4 
1 Send your stuff to: 
Virtual Reality I New Expression 
70 E LAKE St., Suite 815 , Chicago IL 60601 
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January writing contest winners 
Sponsored by Polk Bros Foundation -- A Chicago Conce rn 
First Place 
I am asked the question. "Is it 
right for masturbation. safe sex, 
and abstinence to be taught in 
schools?" Well I answer. these 
things are facts of life and young 
adults and children should be 
taught the facts of life. 
Teach1ng sex education wh1ch 
includes masturbation, safe sex, 
and abstinence, to those who 
are at least old enough to 
understand. could only help 
someone to make a good move 
in life For, a child/young adult is 
go1ng to learn about 1t from 
somewhere Someone should 
make sure these young persons 
are gett1ng the correct and 
complete mformatJOn If not from 
school, where all believe that the 
1nformat1on they are g1ven 1s 
somewhat correct, then from 
where? Somet1mes parents are 
also Ignorant of the Situations 
Times are changmg When they 
were ch1ldren thmk1ng about 
experimentmg w1th sex. the 
wornes today were not as much 
of a problem There should be 
professionals teachmg these 
chtldren sex education, 1n 
schools Aga1n I tell you I am 
a::,i<ed the question "Is It nght 
?" Well, you have to ask 
yourself the question, "Is any-
thing that goes on in the world 
today right?" 
Kiesha Barry, IN'r"tlneJYcwg 
Second Place 
The way I am growing up in 
urban Chicago is very different 
from the way my mother grew up 
in the third world country, Belize, 
Central America. 
Everyday I'm faced with vio-
lence, rape, gangs and peer 
pressure. When my mother was 
my age, her biggest fear was 
being chased by cows. 
By teaching masturbation and 
abstmence m schools, sexual 
assault Will decline. Many 
sexual assault offenders are 
m1nors who are Incapable of 
dealing with their sexual crav-
ings If this course was 
mcorporated into the daily 
curnculum of school children, 
"cuneus" children would learn 
not to force themselves on 
mnocent people and mstead go 
into the bathroom and deal w1th 
the1r sexual urges 
Teen pregnancy and STD's 
would also be on the decrease 
w1th masturbation, abstmence 
and safe sex and its pos1t1ve 
results which include self-
esteem for h1mself, respect from 
h1s peers and a day that does 
not leave h1m wondenng 1f those 
sores around h1s gemtals are a 
symptom of the d1sease he has 
contracted from hav1ng sex. 
Brancf~eKnazze . WhrlneyYcwg 
Third Place 
Out of all the aspects of 
sex, the types of contra-
ception should be 
concentrated on the most 
because whether people 
are willing to accept it or 
not, teenagers today are 
having SEX. No matter 
how much you preach 
about practicing absti-
nence, there will always be 
someone having sex. The 
best way to keep them 
from destroying their lives 
is to let them know their 
options. Let them know 
about the different types of 
condoms and other contra-
ceptives. I'm not saying 
that abstinence should not 
be endorsed, if anything it 
should be spoken on first 
as a way of saying that it is 
not necessary to have sex. 
The safest sex is no sex at 
all and abstinence is a 
choice. 
EnnAudoree Dennis, 'MltneyYcwg 
, 
Can ~flu ln·li~H:· it'! .\ d~an S\H-ep for Whiln~~· \'oun~. 
( ' 'num ~flU olh~r schools. s\\~~p up in 1-'ehruar~! 
SENIOR GRADUATION RINGS 
$30.0FF 
y GoldRing 
With This Ad. 
5 Week Delivery 
Chicago Public Schools Only 
Offer Expires April!, 1995 J HERFFJONES ® 
8745 S. Kedzie Ave. Evergreen Park, IL Phone (708) 425-0130 
O bout seven 
months ago, when I 
was visiting one of 
my favorite Afrocentric 
bookstores, I came across 
something new. 
I browsed through the 
clothes racks, skimmed 
over the jewelry cases and 
read a few book titles when 
I noticed a magazine/ 
newspaper that I had 
never seen or heard of be-
fore. The name of it was 
The Agenda. After skim-
ming the issue, I became a 
regular reader. 
I was also convinced that 
The Agenda was the only 
magapaper of its kind and 
I became interested in 
meeting the editor, Robert 
"Scoop" Jackson. Jack-
son is also an author whose 
first book "The Last Black 
Mecca: Hip Hop" is a must 
read for anyone who 
wants to understand 
today' s most influential cul-
tural phenomenon. 
"Scoop," as he's known, 
was born and raised on 
Chicago's South side and 
graduated from Luther 
South High School. He then 
went to Xavier University 
and completed graduate 
school at Howard Univer-
sity, where his writing career 
all began. 
"When I came back here 
(to Chicago) I started writ-
ing editorials for 
newspapers like the Sun-
Times, Tribune, Final Call, 
Flypaper and a few maga-
zines like the Source, YSB 
and Rappages. After deal-
ing with some of these 
publications and seeing 
that what I handed in 
wasn't always what they 
printed, I decided to go 
off and do 'my own thing .' 
I just took the concept (of 
The Agenda) we had at 
author /teacher I scholar 
I 
and digging into hip-hop's 
sociological core 
Howard University and used 
it here (in Chicago). It 
started off as a one page 
newsletter for graduate stu-
dents and it just grew. 
Really, we just wanted to 
give Black businesses a 
place to 
advertise," 
s a y s 
kid. ' I was 'Blacker' than the 
average Black kid and it 
was my thing. It wasn't 
something that my parents 
made me do. I followed 
everything that was going 
on with Black people. It's 
11J S 1-. G :E (}u.s ~~ - ·-" ~ --··-----
I SPECIAL SISTER'S ISSUE : 
THE InDECEDT PROPOSAL 
J! 'Brotfia In 11ie :Ham£... 
LEFT: Aufhor Robert 'Scoop' Jackson, 
aufhor of Last Black Mecca:Hip Hop. 
ABOVE: Jackson's magazine , The Agenda. 
Photo by James Shuford. South Shore 
hop community should 
come together and start 
youth centers or hold work-
shops for the younger 
generation. "If I or some-
one else were to do 
something like build youth 
centers, it would be posi-
tive but the difference lies 
in the fact that we can 't 
guarantee Black kids any-
thing. That's the problem. 
Other races in this country 
have a position to almost 
guarantee their kids some-
thing. I feel that if Black 
people had a chance to 
go through life with the 
same guarantees we 
wouldn ' t have as many 
problems as we do. The 
thing is, 
Scoop, a ~!!~!M~~~~~~@H~~~~iilliiii~~ii 
30yearold 
"Other races in this country have a position to almost 
guarantee their kids something. I feel that if Black people 
had a chance fogo through life with the same guarantees 
we wouldn't have as many problems as we do." 
w e 
don ' t 
have 
those 
guaran-accom -
plished 
journalist whose very first job 
was working at a neighbor-
hood McDonald's. 
Even though he was raised 
in a single parent home (his 
parents split up when he 
was young), life with his 
mother and younger 
brother was, "pretty cool ... 
I was like a little 'Black Power 
not like I was a bookworm 
or anything. I always had 
to study but I had an ap-
preciation for learning 
things. I knew that in order 
for me to do something 1 
had to work harder than 
everybody else." 
I asked Scoop if he felt that 
some leaders of the hip-
tees. 
There's always a sense of 
despair, a sense of 'I'm -
only -going- to - get - one -
chance - to - do - some-
thing " and a sense of 
escapism. Black people, 
especially young Black 
people, go through life 
thinking like this. Basketball 
and music are outlets to 
get somewhere else, not 
just show of creativity. So, 
yes, if we're running cen-
ters and things like that, it's 
cool but in the same vein, 
it's bigger than that. As in 
race, period. we have to 
find a way to almost guar-
antee the young 
generation of African-
Americans that they' II be 
taken care of and pro-
vided for. We need to let 
them know that they don't 
have to have that cloud 
hanging over their heads 
and wondering 'when am 
I going to mess up and is it 
going to be my last 
chance?' If there could be 
some kind of guarantee in 
Black life then a lot of things 
would change." 
Scoop himself is a fine ex-
ample for young people 
to follow. He has gone 
from working at 
McDonald's to doing pro-
duction work for BET and 
he is now president of the 
Chicago based Strong 
Island Productions, in ad-
dition to authoring books 
and magazines. 
Scoop's next book is com-
ing out in June: it's called 
The Darkside and it's a col-
lection of Scoop's best 
articles. He'll also have the 
follow up to The Last Black 
Mecca coming out some-
time in 1996. 
Says Scoop, "I really 
want to keep the maga-
zine going and open up a 
lot of avenues for some 
young sisters and brothers 
to start to get their writing 
and business together. 
Hopefully, I' ll still have the 
same passion and aggres-
siveness that I have now 
within me. I hope I'm still 
willing to die for what I feel 
and believe in. 
LaQuis Harkins, 
Whitney Young 
Happy Birthday DuSable! 
All hail to you DuSable High! 
Th1s year. Chicago 's most historic high school w ill celebrate it's 60th 
birthday. 
The school is host1ng several activities th is month to celebrate. 
including inviting former students bac k to g ive talks 
DuSable High School boasts many well-known alums: 
·The late Harold Washington, Chicago 's first Black mayor 
·Singer Nat "King· Cole 
• Publishing magnate John H. Johnson 
• Redd Foxx. (who actually dropped out) 
DuSable is also one the first high schools to set up a controversial 
school-based clinic that, among other seNices. makes birth control 
available to students. 
DuSable was built after a fire destroyed the old Wendell Phillips High 
School. Phillips was originally built for l .890 students. But by the late 20·s. 
the population nearly exploded to 4,402 black students. 
Then. when the fire destroyed Phillips, DuSable was built on 49th and 
50th streets and Wabash Avenue and State Street. 
This ·new· school was named Jean Baptiste Pointe DeSable, 
Chicago's founder and Chicago's first black settler. The name how-
ever, was later changed to • DuSable • over fear that students would 
call the school, "Disabled: 
A school with a rich heritage. DuSable Is also the city's first ali-black 
high school. 
By Leslie Gray, DuSable 
AASU promotes solidarity and service among African-American students 
'Each one reach one' are the first 
words you see, along with the logo (a 
globe showing the continent of Af-
rica), when you pick up an African 
American Student Union Newsletter. 
The name is self- explanatory. 
The Chicago African American Stu-
dent Union was founded and 
established by Charles D. Edwards Jr. 
in 1993. Along with nine other African 
American students. Edwards decided 
to "begin a union that could reach out 
to others who wanted to bond to-
gether to uplift the African American 
race." 
This not -for -profit organization proves 
that there is strength in numbers. There 
are over 1 ,300 members. all from 35 
different high schools and colleges in 
the Chicagoland area. 
The average age of the members Is 
22 because about 73 percent are col-
lege students. Every Tuesday at 7:00 
p .m. the union holds a meeting at 
Columbia College, 600 S. Michigan in 
room 206. the headquarters for the 
AASU. The meetings are open to all 
members and the general public. 
The AASU is the fifth largest student 
organization in Illinois. 
Lately, the AASU has been hosting 
parties. along with the Presidential 
League, a group of leaders from vari-
ous hlp-hop organizations in Chicago. 
The parties are held at the Union· s 
headquarters. 
The Underground Cafe. in Columbia 
College, has been the place where 
these parties have been held and 
where young people come for fun. As 
a matter of fact, the purpose of the 
parties is to give young people some-
thing to do on Friday nights. Also . most 
of the money raised at these functions 
is going towards the opening of a day 
care center. The Each One Reach One 
Day Care Center is planned for open 
ing in July 1995. in the Uptown area of 
Chicago. 
The AASU has recently sponsored 
and coordinated the first annual hip 
hop awards show ent itled "The 
Evolution of Hip hop" at the Blackstone 
Theatre. The Union has sponsored a 
play called "Save The Last Dance ror 
Me." and is sponsoring lhls month 's 
·Back In The Day." by Eugene Varnado. 
as part of Black History Month celebre 
tions. 
Other upcoming events include 
more parties at The Underground Cafe 
and a voter registration drive for any-
one 18 years of age and older 
The Union is "against rac1sm and will 
not denounce any persons. party. in-
terest group. institution or government 
without giving a proven and justified 
reason. H This means that as long as 
your interests are in line with the Afri-
can-American Student Union's, no 
one Is turned away. 
If Chicago 's African-American Stu-
dent Union interests you or if you want 
more Information call (312) 275-2645 
or write to the editor c/o Each One 
Reach One. 4423 N. Sheridan. Suite 
610. Chicago. Illinois 60640. wh1ch is 
the North Side headquarters for the 
AASU. 
If you'd like to submit articles. 
poems. essays, or editorials to be 
printed in the newsletter. send them 
to the address above. The deadline 
for all entries for the newsletter is the 
third Tuesday of every month. 
LaQuis Harkins, 
Whitney Young 
AASU INFO 
The African-American 
Student Union may be a 
group you 'd like to join. 
The group lists the follow-
ing reasons for joining in its 
October issue of Reaching 
Out. the AASU's newslet-
ter. 
As a member you can: 
• get a free lifetime 
membership and free 
monthly newsletter. 
• get free tutoring, 
mentoring Be counseling. 
• get help from other 
members with filling out 
job applications, prepar-
ing resumes, and financial 
aid papers. 
• get discounts to all 
events held by AASU. 
• volunteer your services 
at places like EORO Day 
Care Center, schools or 
community groups and 
accumulate volunteer 
hours and earn income. 
LaQuis Harkins 
Whitney Young 
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How the right words put a DuSable senior on the write path 
For many years I have lived on the words of people who have pushed and told me that if I 
wanted to do it I could. 
I transferred to Tonti at the end of my 3rd grade year. Going through 4th through 6th g rade 
was pretty difficult for me because I didn't have the things that the other kids had. so that 
lowered my self esteem. 
I don' tthink that my teachers really understood me. I got bad grades and I really didn'tthink 
anyone cared. Then in 7th grade I met Mrs. Price, my social studies teacher. She made me do 
my work and my g rades went up in read ing. She explained to me how fortunate I was to have 
schools to go to. 
Mrs. Price told me that just because I'm on public aid and !live in the p rojects doesn't mean 
that I'm not capable of being a good student. When I won the Young Authors Award, Mrs. Price 
along with my English teacher told me w riting was my strong point a nd that I should keep doing 
it. 
In 8th grade she taught me the reading skills that I needed to start writing correctly. 
Now I'm a senior a t Du Sable High School. I'm one of the writers for our school newspaper and 
New Expression. 
I realized that I have the right to excel in anything I do. And that no matter what I want I can 
overcome any obstacle in my path. 
Kathy Kelley,DuSable 
Dusable recieves $1 000 from Chicago ReadeP 
DuSable's student newspaper, Panther Press received 
S 1 ,000 from the Chicago Reader. a weekly publicat ion 
that seNes lakefront c ommunities. 
Last year, the Readergavetheschool S2,000fornewspa-
per-related costs. 
With the additional money, the school will g et a p hone 
line, a fax/modem and America O n-Line, enabling the 
student journalists to access information from across the 
country. 
New Expression , whic h houses its South Side bureau at 
DuSable, also receives funding from the Reader. 
Leslie G ray, DuSable 
THE CHOICE IS YOURS 
Larry Hawkins helping teens make the right moves 
When you ask Larry Hawkins a question, don't expect a quick 
answer. 
If a student wants help making a decision. Hawkins, the University of 
Chicago's director of Special Pro-
grams, responds like so: ·A long 
time ago, in this little African vil-
lage ... " 
Hawkins' moral to his story is that 
"it's (the decision) in your hands." 
Hawkins also insists his students, who 
range from 12 to 19, determine 
where their choice will take them. 
Hawkins' Office of Special Pro-
grams (OSP) offers five programs: 
Project Upward Bound (UB). Up-
ward Bound Math/ Science 
(UBMS), Pilot Enrichment Program 
(PEP), the Institute for Athletics and 
Education (IAE) and the Young As-
tronomers Project. 
He also heads two programs from the Big Buddies Services. which 
offer Saturday academic tutorials. monthly parent/student/counselor 
meetings, cultural enrichment outings, and academic counseling. 
Hawkins' own advice got him to where he is today. His conservative 
suits and his aggressive. articulate speech label him a professor. It's a 
far haul from where he grew up on Chicago's South side. Although it 
was a tough neighborhood. "I enjoyed those years: he says. He 
attended Douglas Elementary School and Phillips High School. 
Ask Hawkins if he considers himself a leader. His direct response is 
"No.' 
"I am the director of a program. and as such I provide leadership in 
that program," he alleges. "But I think the idea of a leader is hard for me 
to figure out because I don't exactly know what "leaders" do." 
Hawkins says Minister Louis Farrakhan is an ideal leader. • ... A leader has 
to be a person that inspires you to do something." 
Natalie King, a junior at Hirsch. says Hawkins inspires. "To me, he's a 
leader. He's always there for the students in the program." 
She adds that Hawkins provides the students with anything they 
need. ·when I needed a graphing calculator for trigonometry, he was 
right there waiting for me to ask him for it. And he didn't even hesitate 
to let me borrow it." 
King also says Hawkins is spontaneous. sentimental and energetic. 
"If I had one word to describe him it would definitely be encouraging, 
because he enjoys counseling his students on whatever is bothering 
them." 
Hawkins has been with the OSP since 1968 when the concept ignited. 
With so many years as the programs' director, he can't name one most 
prized student. And he wouldn't take the credit for any of their success. 
"It would be hard for me to elaborate on a specific student that has 
made a real success out of their lives,· he said. 'Mostly we help students 
make the decisions that lead to success. They do the rest.· 
Robert Martin, Hirsch 
Photo of larry Hawkins by James Shuford, South Shore 
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A SAFE, FUN SPACE FOR 
GAY, LESBIAN, AND BISEXUAL YOUTH 
• DROP-IN CENTER 
• DISCUSSION GROUPS 
• ACTIVITIES 
• EDUCATION AND OUTREACH 
• HIV-POSITIVE SUPPORT GROUP 
961. MONTANA ST. 
CHICAGO, IL 
.. • CALL 472-6469 (DAY) OR 929-HELP (6-10 PM) 
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Whitney Young seniors working at 911 center 
Thirteen Whttney Young High School seniors ore helptng program Chicago's 911 
emergency center during after school hours. 
The students. who w ork for minimum wage. ore computerizing old city mops. This 
will allow operato rs to quickly retrieve a mop on a computer of the area where the 
emergency call IS coming from. Operators will also be able to access information 
on buildings that could be useful in fire-related emergencies. 
The program. called First Chance Initiative. may expand to include 30 other 
students next school year 
Whitney Young feeling left out 
Offended by NE 
Mine Gray, Julian 
I regret t ;oy that was very d1soppo1n ed after read1ng your December ISSue After searchtng high 
and low. and reod1ng front and bock, I could not ftnd where Whl ney Young ranked among the 
Chtcogo area schools by compos! e ACT scores 
ht ney Young was not ran ed wt h e1ther he orth Side or Sou'h Side sc~ls The studen s here 
at Wh ney Young s uve o achieve the1r high ACT scores I IS very offensiVe and d1SCourag1ng o be 
tgnored by your poper I would l'ke o know how and •;hy one o Chicago · s best pubriC htgh schools 
was overlooked 
Katharine Frantz 
School pride alive and well 
I am a sentor a Whitney M Young High School, which happens to be the best htgh school in the 
cr y of Chtcogo 
In your December ed,tron of New Express1on. you fa ed to tnclude us in he Top orth Side Publtc 
High Schools 
Many of my classma es and myself were upset because we were otally left out r poSSible I woutd 
Ike you to check your sources again You'll defint ely find ha Whitney Young rs the best high schoo 
Donielle Scott 
Editor's note Whitney Young IS located west of downtown at 211 S Lafltn For Th1s reason Young 
dtd not toll into our North or South Side ronl<ings However. we've covered Whitner Young e"<tensNety 
throughout our 19-yeor htstory and hove hod many teen reporters rrom Young So stop your wh n ng 
And read fh1s months wnttng contest (page 5) 
Fan mail 
I om a sentor at Whrtney Young High School. I have read your newspaper a few hmes but thrs hme 
I would like to commend you on your Issue that had Upskr Wimsatt's Bomb the Suburbs on the cover 
I really don· t constder myself a person tn the htp-hop culture but th1s artiCle and my reading of Bomb 
the Suburbs really helped me uderstond it. 
Your paper is dtfferent from any I have ever read It ts a poper run by students about students 
It's about lime we hod a paper about ourselves The other arttcles in your newspaper were also 
very informattve and 1nterestng. 
Well agatn I would like to thank you for putttng out such an exct tng and nformat1ve newspaper. 
You have yourself a new fan. 
Lloyd Mendez 
Attention all high school seniors on the leiiTHIItE 
VVE VV~NT Vc::>U! 
In June, •EliJII"a* will run the first-ever official city-wide yearbook for the 
Class of 1995. We want to run photos of at least two students from each school 
on the South Side (we may do more for certain schools where seniors really 
stand out). Just imagine-a complete guide to the movers and shakers among the 
Class of 1995-This could be you! How do you apply? 
1) Mail us a photo of yourself 
2) Include a page listtng all your accomplishments (in academics sports drama. etc) 
3) Make sure you Include a phone* where we can reach you to let you know tf we re 
gotng to uso your Information 
Remember, our goal Ia to lnc:ludo EVERY high ac:hool. Thoro's no c:ost (of c:ourso not, wo don' t want 
your money, wo want your plc:turo)! Sorry, photos cannot bo rotumod. 
Send your information to: Salute to Seniors 1995, 
New Expression, 10 E. Lake St. Suite 815, Chicago, IL 60601 
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It AiN't So HaRd FoR Me 2 JaM! 
NBA Live 95 is the latest tribute to the 
ever popular game of basketball. 
awesome music. This game has some 
fresh sounding beats that just make you 
just wanna go out and stuff some 
baskets. 
The control is very responsive and as 
simple as most basketball carts. With a 
4 play adaptor you can have a 1-on-1 , 
2-on-1, 2-on-2, 3-on-1, or 4 against 
CPU. 
NBA JAM: Tournament Edition 
ARE YOU READY FOR MORE 2-0N-2 NBA ACTION? 
NE got its hands on NBA JAM: TE and let me tell ya ... ITS ON FIRE! 
Those NBA boys are at it again -- this time with some new additions, a 
iew subtractions and a bunch of flaming basketballs. JAM now allows 3 
players per team (still , only 2 at one time) and some awesome new slams! 
have been updated and numeric slats are included(the original NBA 
stats were bars) 
You'll think you're Superman as you fly and flip across the court with fiery 
basketballs in hand. Special power-up icons give even cooler moves, like 
the [D] icon which allows you to do a monster jam from anywhere on 
screen! Or the [8] icon which flattens everyone on their butts, except you! 
Dozens of play options make NBA JAM TE unique: turn up the speed with 
It also happens to be EA Sports best 
b-ball game ever. All the players from 
the 1994 season are here with all their 
slats. All 27 teams are packed-in 
along with 2 All-Star teams and 4 
Custom teams. You get pies of 
starting line-ups at the beginning of 
your game and yes it has been 
updated to include the trades and the 
new boys. You can set difficulty, rules 
and other options; plus you can 
change offensive and defensive 
settings (Defensive pressure, 
Individual Defensive match-ups, 
Double teaming, etc.) 
The graphics are fair. You don't expect 
that much from a basketball game, 
anyway. Animation includes jump shots 
and some cool slams. The action is 
viewed from a 30° court perspective, so 
it's like looking at the game from some 
comfy seats in the Garden or the United. 
Live 95 also has a battery with three 
slots to store your own slats so you can 
play a whole season, or ... Heck! You 
can start at the playoffs! 
the juice mode, find the hot spots, pass the ball to yourself with tag mode, or just play b-ball in a tournament. 
Jams: TE also gives you something special after you beat all 27 teams ... BUT WE AIN'T GONNA TELL VA. 
Ya'll ready? Who's got game? -A_uto1 
JAM: TE vs. LIVE 95 
This game puts you in control of 
everything. With all the options and all 
the ways to play, any gamer can really 
enjoy this one. But, basket ball tans will 
love it! (Available NOW) 
® LIVE 95 has awesome music I NBA Jam has a cool announcer 
® NBA Jam has great graphics and big images I LIVE 95 1ooks a little better than Pong, put has great pies of players 
® NBA Jam is a high intensity slam dunk contest/ LIVE 95 is a high-intensity basketball simulation game 
® LIVE 95 gives you almost all the players of the 94 season I Jam gives you only 3 NBA superstars per team 
The first thing you'll notice is the 
®LIVE 95 has great features and is the best new basketball game EA Sports has ever made I Jam has been around the block 
I like NBA LIVE 95 best, but You'll have to chose your own favor~e ... 
KONG IS STILL KING ! ,~ 's::,...;. ~-., 
The monkey that made Mario a star is back ! First the original Donkey Kong returned lor the ~ ~ ~ 
Super Gameboy,lollowed by the mega hit OK Country, soon Donkey Kong Land will ~ 
dlarge-up the Gameboy, and there are ruroors that Diddy Kong will get his own SNES ~ 
game. OK even jumped on the inlormation superh~hway with CompuServe, hosting a 
real-time conlerence with Nintendo president Minoru Arakawa; Peter Main, vice president of 
marketing; and Howard Uncoln, chainman. Donkey Kong is defintte~ not monke~ng-around. 
Swinging on a vine with Donkey Kong Country 
Released over the holiday season I rom the steamy jungles ol Nintendo comes a classic in the making, 
Donkey Kong Country. DKC is an amazing technological masterpiece with great sound and lui~ rendered computer graphics. The people at Nintendo are ·det1iutely tr)'ing 
to prove that you don't need to pull off 64-bits to make a game look sweet. 
In a cruel attac~ Commander K. Rool stole DK's bananas and stuffed Diddy (DK's nephew) in a barrel. Upon finding his horde ol bananas !itched, the simian heroe's 
true nature tOOk over, single-mindedly convincing him to do one thing: GET BACK THOSE BANANAS (and lree Diddy). Here's where the game starts and what a game it is. 
From the get-go, Donkey Kong Country is a lantastic game which provides a good time and quality entertainment. Though the idea has been used belore, never have I 
seen n done so well. DKC also serves to prove a wondertul point; bits aren't everything. The graphics in DKC are top notch -· quite competetive with the big boys like 300 · 
and the Jaguar. There i~ extreme~ good animation in everything OK and Diddy do,lrom jumping, to leaping, to beating on their chests. The backgrounds are standard 
three paraQax, but all move according~, which adds to loreground environment (i.e looks real good when you walk ooh,ooh!). Colors are also done well, utilizing SNES's 
large palete. The gameplay is about average. OK and Diddy move at diHerent paces (Diddy is laster) but you are always in control. The only problems are on the ice 
stages. OK and Diddy also attack in more than just one way. They can bowl into enemies, they can jump on top ol them, and there's always barrel chucking. With the help 
of their lriends Rambi, Winky, Expresso, and Enguarde they can ram, hop, and poke the lorces of K. Root into null existence. The levels vary !rom the underwater levels, to 
the ll'ine cart. Along with the wondertul graphics, comes devastating sound. And tt kicks! From DK's yell to the clank ol a mine cart touching the rails, all ol the sounds kick 
major butt! DKC has the kind of music that you'll want to pump through a stereo and tum up real~ loud. 
<Nerall DKC is an excellent ~ece ol work with graphics and sound to keep you enthralled. Swing around . -MATRIX 
Wolverine: Adamantium Rage 
0/VAR.) isn't just a regular, old, slash-
em-up cart like you would expect - it 
actually offers a challenge. even 
offering a password option (consider 
WoMe's past love interests when 
using password). 
In WAR .. the old Knuckle-head 
finds a disturbing message on his 
computer terminal and a photo-
graph which leads him first to the 
Weapon X lab to find some answers 
about his memories. This trek for 
knowledge then leads Wolvie to an 
icy tundra. a Canadian wilderness. as 
well as on-and-below the streets of 
New York City, even the Moon! 
For a change, the game's main 
bad guy isn 'I Magneto (like so many 
other X-titles. is he their only enemy?). 
WAR. offers an interesting mix of 
characters including, Sabertooth (Of 
course), Bloodscream, Cyber, Albert, 
Elsie-Dee, Shinobi Shaw, Luker, Fitzroy, 
and the ever personable Lady 
Deathstrike. 
The graphics are very good 
considering the waste of megabits for 
the "Profile· feature, though the 
between-game story is pretty fun to 
watch. One good thing about this 
game~ that Wolvie's healing factor 
constantly repairs damage done by 
enemies. instead of eventually wearing 
off like some games I could mention. 
Also. unlike other predecessors. WA R. 
doesn't use 
a Mutant 
Power Meter 
that 
prevents 
Wolverine 
from using 
his claws. 
Allandall \ 
Wolverine: \ 
Adamanlium 
Ragels a 
good cart, 
that 
surpasses all 
previous Wolverine and X-titles. so go 
ahead and get it ... Bub! 
-FREE Will Lee 
............................................................................................................................................... , 
Yes, we did run out of room again. 
Check out page 5 . See you at the centeraread next month! 
SPONSORED BY: 
WPWR·TV 
2nd Place: 
$500 U.S. Savings Bond 
Jrd Place: 
Lllg•ble cntrant< indude teen< \l.ho can prot\<" ( h!Cal(n re\ldcn 1 
and "'ho are purrumg a h111h ~h<MJI d1ploma or 11 <~)UI\ah:nc\ 
• rudcnr' ma1 uhmlt ""'> nne t:nrn per catc1."Jr' Plca<c.- do n<ll 
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HIGH SCHOOL ART COMPETITION 
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1. NON-VIOL[NC[ IS A WAY Of Llf[ fOR 
COURAG[OUS P[OPL[. 
l. NON-VIOL[NC[ S[[KS TO WIN fRI[NDSHIP 
AND UND[RSTANDING. 
3. NON-VIOL[NC[ S[[KS TO D[f[AT INJUSTIC[, 
NOT P[OPL[. 
4. NON-VIOL[NC[ HOLDS THAT SUff[RING CAN 
[DUCAT[ AND TRANSfORM. 
5. NON-VIOL[NC[ CHOOS[S LOV[ 
INST[AD Of HAT[. 
6. NON-VIOL[NC[ 8[LI[V[S THAT TH[ 
UNIV[RS[ IS ON TH[ SID[ Of JUSTIC[. 
McDondld's honors Dr. Mdrtin Luther King Jr. for his leg dey of 
Vdlues we cdn dlllive, ledrn dnd love by. Let's keep his dredm dlive. . ® 
C 1994 McDonald"s Owners of 
Chlcagoland and Northwesl Indiana 
N TH 
SIDE 
Smile Sullivan, you're on camera! 
Sullivan is one of only four high schools in the nation taking 
part in a Cable TV program called · Educator's Guild.· 
The program looks at creative methods teachers use to 
help students learn. 
For example, profiled teachers include those who com-
municate effectively with students and grade them on 
measures other than tests (the old · give-It-back-to-the-
teacher· method). Such teachers ore able to have students 
use what they learn in a productive way. as opposed to just 
repeating the information they received on a test 
13 
The cable show also highlighted different aspects of school 
life at Sullivan. such as Deidre Dawson teaching a dance 
class. Delores Enwia chatting with students in the classroom 
and Cesar Pantoja working with students on the computers. Whitney Young alum to appear in PBS program 
The show also videotaped the school 's math and science 
lab. 
Teachers from other schools were present during the ac-
tual show to observe Sullivan and to partake 1n workshops. In 
addition, there was a telephone hook-up for viewers to call-
in. 
A follow-up program will air in April 
Elizabeth Felton. a 1994 graduate of Whitney Young High School participates 
in a special edition of the wnw-Chonnel 11 's ·New Explorers Program· to air 
June 7th Felton, who is studying journalism at Northwestern University, moved 
the marker at the South Pole. That's done every year due to glacial shift. as port 
of research at the South Pole The show, called ·Moving the South Pole" will be 
aired on PBS stations across the country Felton was selected to be one of four 
Shomari Wilson, Sullivan ~ students and f1ve teachers on this mission 
Television photo by James Shuford , South Shore 
Polish-Latino conflict quelled 
for the moment, students say 
All appears quiet at Schurz since a Polish student was beaten up by some Latinos near 
the school . 
But racial tensions can easily flare up aga1n at the school, according to students 
interviewed by New Expression. 
·rhe Hispanics and the blacks mess with the Polish k1ds, • sold Elizabeth, a junior, who 
asked that her last name not be used. 
·rhey do it for pride to see who the man,· she said. 
Mark Lugo, a sophomore. said there are always fights in school or outside the school. 
He also said that he, a Hispanic, has noth1ng against Polish students. 
Shandia, a freshmen who also declined to give her last name. said that there is tension 
between Polish and Hispanic students. She said Polish students have picked on her on her 
way home from school. 
One student. who Identified himself only as· Angel" claimed to be part of the group 
that beat up the Polish student. He claimed the fight began in the gym class, involving 
a group of Latino and Polish students. 
·They started talking sh- and acting bad and we jumped them after school,· he said. 
Officer Smith who works at the school said problems develop between Polish and 
Hispanics because of the language barrier. 
· rhere are Polish students who just came from their country and they barely speak any 
English--that's a problem: he said. 
·1r sa problem because the Hispanic students think that the Polish students are cursing 
at them or speaking about them in their Polish language; Smith said. 
Schurz has about 10 security guards In the school, both men and womenrding to a 
police officer at the school. 
Following the incident and major media attention. police have been patrolling the 
school more frequently. 
In response the the incident, the Polish Welfare Association is trying to get city funding 
for a youth program for Polish students and to provide immigrants Information and 
counseling. 
Several Polish students declined to comment for this article. 
Monica Gonzalez, Sullivan 
STUDENT BODIES 
Amundsen's "dance auction" 
raises scholarship lunds 
How much would you pay to dance with that tty girt or guy? 
For the first time, Amundsen held an ·dance auction· to 
raise money for scholarships. 
·This wasn't like buying a slave: said Student Council Presi-
dent Maria Moldrow. "This was a way to have fun. and a way 
to find out who had a crush on who. and a chance to dance 
with that person." 
The students who volunteered to be auctioned were pre-
sented in the school's auditorium. before the dance. The 
bidding started at a mere fifty cents. but some students with 
enough popularity and good looks were "bought· for much 
more. 
Senior Paul Urbina was auctioned for S 15 to dance one 
song. but junior Cindy Loy was auctioned for a whopping $25. 
"I did it for the hell of it," Urbina said. "I just wanted to see 
how much I would be sold for; I thought the most someone 
would pay for me would be $3 or less. 
"It surprised me when they paid S 15 to dance with me.· he 
said. 
According to Moldrow. no one had a problem with the 
concept of 'selling" or 'buying· human beings for a dance. 
"It was no trouble organizing the auction. everything went 
smooth.'' said Paola Pagnanelli. a sophomore. 
Any student or staff member who wanted to be auctioned 
had to talk to teacher Jane Moy, who sponsored the auction. 
or any of the student council members. Every student auc-
tioned had to pay three dollars. 
The money from the dance will go towards scholarships for 
the seniors who make up the student council. 
Roman Arellano, Amundsen 
.__._._._._._.._._.__..NE _._..__.._._._._._._._. 
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Teen hopefuls pack the Park West for U Dance with B 96 tryouts 
On a recent dreary and cold winter morning, the Park West at 322 W. Armitage 
Avenue was crowded with nearly 2,000 youths. 
They were there for a chance at stardom, to dance their way into Chicago's 
airwaves. 
All the commotion was about the new dance show hosted by B-96, called 
"U Dance with B-96." It's an hour long dance show targeted at the 17-24 age 
group. It airs from 4:30p.m. to 5:30p.m. on WCIU-N Channel 26. 
Terry Foxx, George McFiy, CoCo Cortez, "Hollywood" Rodriguez, will serve as 
hosts for the show. They will be introducing videos and special segments about 
the adolescent life in the Windy City. 
Like many of the television hopefuls who showed up that day, Shelly Call was 
nervous. "If my sister, Terry, wasn 't here to audition also, I wouldn 't be here," Call 
says. 
In the end, 900 out of 2,000 people made it on the show. 
Harold Bell, Hyde Park photos by Paul Price, South Shore 
Marc Boger ,Cynthia Hubbert, and David Adams 
had it all to together that evening. 
The crowd anxiously awaits it fate . 
WCIU-N Channel 26's new dance 
show has some powerful competition 
during the 4:30 to 5:00 p.m. time slot. 
According to A.C . Nielsen, the top 
rated Chicago programs from Janu-
ary 9 thru January 15 were: 
Television show 
Power Rangers 
Animaniacs 
ABC Afterschool Special 
Girlfriend 
Dedicated to the One I Love 
CBS School Break Special 
Rating 
5.1 
3.9 
3.8 
3.8 
2.7 
2.8 
LETTERS 15 
Lane Tech readers blast NE lor Bomb The SubuPbs 
I was very pleased to see you 
sense of humor isn't lost; on the 
other hand, your bst cover of 
NE was a pretty pathetic 
excuse for a cover page. 
'Nhen I first read it, COMMER-
CIAL was the first thing to 
pop in my mind. Not only 
was it norrinformative, but 
also a waste of good 
poper. lhe only thing that I 
got out of this article was 
that Upski's book is very 
controversial, but ask me if 
I know why. No I don't, 
because it did not contain 
any details or facts about 
the book whatsoever. GET 
REALI 
Michele Velixoru, Lone 
I'm sorry to say that I'm 
very disappointed with 
your December issue. You 
used your lead story to 
help this Upski character 
sel his book 
·Just 'M'-o Does this 
'Nhite Boy Think He is?" 
lhis is a great opening line, 
but it's Just too bod the article 
doesJ't even follow up on this 
question. Your reporter doesn't 
teD us any answers to questions 
we may hove about Upskt-
such as, the neigborhood he 
grew up in or his family life. 
All the article tells the reader 
is to read the book because it's 
so controverool. Of couse, it 
doesn't realy mention why it is 
controversial. lhis article woUd 
hove mode a decent book 
The 4th 
National 
Poetry 
Video 
Festival 
review in the back pages 
somewhere, but it doesn't 
belong anywhere near the front 
page. 
Bin S. Bokopoulos, Lone 
I'm not big on writing letters, but 
I can't let this go LnSOid. How 
much did you oet paid for this 
garbage?! 
In December, on the front 
cover of NE, you hod a big 
picture of Upski and a heod~"ne 
which read, ·Just 'M'-o Does 
This 'M"Vte Boy Think He Is?" I 
thought the article would be 
about something racial or the 
subl.rbs.lt was just a clever con, 
taking a young ignorant girt, and 
turning on imocent interview 
Send your poetry videos to the Poetry Video Slam 
competition, postmarked by Feb. 3, 1995. 
For entry information and 
application form, send a self-
addressed stamped envelope to: 
3404 N. Troy, Chicago, IL 60618 
or call the Guild Complex at 
(312) 278-2210 
~Dite GtmCa'r'fil:t, ooqxrwoo D,-teC«n n Carrnntt M:t M:da. Carrnnt(lV f'#l.ak. 
Onr]:JC<de~ Quo> Ftrrraras, M:!Yo..rg~IW:Js. 
into free pubficity for his book. 
I haven' t read "Bomb 1he 
Suburbs" so I can't criHcize it. 
But I con'tcondone NEfor not 
catching on to Upski's free ad 
vertisement scheme. lhis 
article should hove been in 
the back of NE, with the 
advertisements, not on the 
front cover. So please. in 
the next issue, don't make 
port two a front cover story, 
or you'll hove to change 
the nome of yolX maga-
zine from New Expression to 
·Pubficity for Free: 
John Gamble, Lone 
Your paper needs real 
improvement 
I first suggest that you 
make better deaSIOns 
regarding the feature 
article you place on the 
cover ·Bomb the Suburbs· 
was a promotion of a 
controvers~ol book That 
article doesn't concem the 
moJonty of teenagers. I 
thought that at least this article 
was on analysis of the bOOk, 
Instead it was on overwhelmng 
apporova! of a controv~rs~al 
book. It was a total flop 
You realty diSOppolnted me 
because you were one of m; 
favonte newspapers. I hope 
that you pay more attention 
next time and Improve be-
cause lately, you newspaper 
stinks. 
SUI ivan's Senior Closs President Acrcus F!Grrougn ana princpal 
Potrtcra K. Andorson don' t see eye-to-eye on Ftenough's ideo to 
make condoms ovotloblo rn school 
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"She thtnks rt would promote sex. and that fomil1es shoL.dd toke 
this respons1bthly, not schools." Flenaugh says. 
"llhrnk it would promoto safe sex. So, at thrs trme, condoms wnt 
not be drstnbuted rn school.~ 
Moniko Star, Lane Monica Gonzalez, Sullivan lustrahon by Mark Flores. ~ot rn 
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DEFINING MOMENTS 
What is sexual harassment? 
"You have the nicest legs I've ever seen." 
' Hey, hey, ba-by!" 
'Girl. you got it going 
on! Come over here and 
give me some o'that!" 
If you're a girl. chances 
are comments like these 
have been directed at 
you. 
Guys hear this type of 
thing, too. Many guys and 
girls think it's harmless. 
It's not. 
It is sexual harrassment. 
Ever have your bra strap snapped? 
Ever had sexual graffiti written about you in the school bathroom? 
Has anyone ever spread it around school that you are'easy"? 
These are examples of sexual harassment, too. And it happens more often 
than you think. 
In an American Association of University Women (AAUW) report, two-thirds 
of all eighth to-eleventh graders say they have experienced unwelcome 
sexual behavior at school. 
Sexual harassment is defined as any unwelcome verbal or physical 
advances, explicit derogatory statement or remarks of a sexual nature 
creating a hostile atmosphere. 
Consequences of sexual harassment are far- reaching and devastat-
ing. Effects range from simple annoyance to suicide. The ratio of girls who 
commit suicide to boys because of sexual harassment is 4 to 1, according 
to AAUW. Many victims lose self-esteem and self-motivation. This is so. 
according to the Women Employed Institute. an organization whose 
mission is to improve women's economic status. because sexual harass-
ment is motivated by power and control. Many schools and firms, rather 
than taking actions to prevent sexual harassment, ignore the issue, 
making prevention difficult. 
To protect yourself before anything happens. the AAUW suggests finding 
out the sexual harassment policy of your school. 
Victims of sexual harassment often think they're to blame. 
They're not. 
Your school has a legal obligation to protect you from this kind of 
harassment just like they have to protect against racial harassment. Many 
schools encourage students to talk to their guidance counselors. or other 
school officials. ·A victim should not be made to overcome this harassment 
on his or her own: according to the AAUW. 
Heather McDonald, Kenwood Academy 
,-(d)regpant? 
~Caring answ~rs, now. 
Pregnant, or think you ..;.e? ChicagoCare has 
immediate answers when you need them most - in 
a car ing, confidential atmosphere. 
We offer free pregnancy teata-no appointment 
necessary, call 24 hours a day; special teen services; con-
fidential counseling; informa,tion on abortion options; 
and more. We are here to t: 
help you. Call us today. CHI CAG a·~"d 
Pregn.aocy <:entera / (.., 
Oak Parle Belmont Loop: 
715 Lake, s~ite 104 6 1361/1 W. Belmont 104 S. Michigan 
708/383-4999 312/777-6684 3 12/263-1576 
"Hey baby, bring your sugar cones over here." 
' Man. do you have a nice butt." 
Are such comments compliments or sexual harassment? 
Do most teens know the difference? "' .?--
T enesha Thomas, another student at St. Martin De Porres. does. And she 
finds such treatment degrading. "I feel that sexual harassment is wrong~ 
and demeaning," she said. "Every time I go somewhere. I get sexually 
harassed by complete strangers on the street. " 
Roshanna Wyatt. also a senior at St. Martin De Porres has never been 
sexually harassed. But she's known others who have been. "I don· t like it.· 
she said. • I knew this girl in ninth grade and she was being sexually 
harassed almost every day by boys. They would make lewd comments 
and make jokes about parts of her body.· 
And though teens polled by New Expression said that boys experience 
sexual harassment as often as girls. they said they won't report it from fear 
of being humiliated or confused. 
One high school senior said he had been sexually harassed by a 45-
year-old woman. Explaining why he didn't do anything about it. he said. "I 
didn't think it was that serious.· 
Another boy said a 38-year-old woman sexually harassed him. but "it 
"Every time I go somewhere, 
I get sexually harassed by 
complete strangers on the 
street" 
was satisfying· so he didn't do anything about it. either. 
The worst part about being sexually harassed. another teen said, was 
Tenesha Thomas, that "it takes people's emotions and self-esteem away.· 
Aruba Roy, St. Martin De Porres 
According to a 1992 survey by 
St. Martin De Porres 
The American Association of University Women, 
of all high school students 
ave been sexually harsassed. 
OVER $9,000 IN PRIZES 
AWARDED MONTHLY 
Win one of five FREE Art 
Scholarships or one of fifty 
$10.00 cash prizes. 
Use pencil. Make your drawing any size (do 
not trace). Entries wil l be judged in the month 
received. Prizes awarded for best drawings 
from qualified entrants age 14 & over. 
Scholarship winners rece ive Fundamentals of 
Art. taught by one of America's leading home 
study art schools. Our objective is to f ind 
prospective students who have an apprecia-
tion and liking for art. Every qualified entrant 
receives a free professional estimate of his or 
her drawing. 
No entries can be returned. Our students and 
professional artists not eligible. One $25 cash 
award for the best drawing from entrants age 
12 and 13. Contest winners will be notified. 
- (ATTAC H THIS COUPON TO YOU R ENTRY) - - - -
ART INSTRUCTION SCHOO~S 
Studio· 5F-4150 • 500 South Fourth Street • Minneapolis, MN 55415 
Please enter my drawing in your monthly contest: 
Name ____________________ ~=-~~------------------Age __ _ 
( Please Pnnt ) 
Address Apt __ _ 
City State __ _ 
County Zip ____ __ 
Phone ___________________________________ Occupation~------:--
©t99s Art Instruction Schools 
MATTERS OF DEGREES collegiate into and insight 
.Yep~'(lli r CfCf ~ 
Sponsored by ARTHUR 
ANDERSEN 
ARTHUR ANDERSEN & Cq SC 
Life without college offers only the bare minimum 
Why don't students go to 
college? 
The reasons vary, but 
some students want immedi-
ate monetary gratification so 
they might choose to work at 
McDonald's or some other 
low-paying job. Others be-
lieve that they can't afford 
higher education , so they ei-
ther work or enroll in the 
armed forces. Others don't 
believe they have what it 
takes to perform well in a 
strong university setting. Oth-
ers just don't think they need 
higher education and, as a 
result, let the years pass by 
without any major accom-
plishments. 
There are several , good 
reasons why these "non-be-
lievers" should change their 
way of thinking and go get 
their education. 
First, let's answer the 
person who doesn't think 
he or she needs higher 
learning. In today's tough 
job market, employers do not 
hire people to high-paying 
jobs unless they see that one 
has had a college education. 
Many older people (including 
some of our parents) are go-
ing back to school to get their 
bachelor's degree or a higher 
degree. 
This makes them more 
valuable to the economy and 
gives them higher salanes 
and higher positions 1n cer-
tain jobs. If you don't get a 
college education, you're very 
likely to be stuck in a low-
paying job, with little chance 
for advancement. 
Working at fast-food res-
taurants can be a good way 
to make fast cash. Those 
who want fast cash are defi-
nitely making money, no 
doubt about it. But how much 
are they making? Minimum 
wage right now is $4 .25. For 
someone right out of high 
school, that may seem like 
money (it'll buy you the CD of 
the month, a new pair of jeans 
every now and then. and put 
gas in your car). But if you are 
planning to raise a family in 
the future , minimum wage will 
not be enough to sustam you 
for life--even if President 
Clinton is successful 1n rais-
ing the m1nimum wage. 
Don 't think you are cut 
out to make it in a college 
environment? Think again. 
If you don't think you are 
ready to go into a big school 
where the classes have 500 
students to a room, there are 
always smaller schools such 
as community colleges that 
will get you started on the 
right track. Even schools like 
the University of Illinois 
Urbana-Champaign have 
programs such as the Educa-
tional Opportunities Program, 
where students can seek 
tutoring or other help (i.e., 
us1ng a computer or a per-
sonal counselor to help you 
w1th classes). 
Now we turn to those who 
believe that they would never 
be able to afford a college 
education. There are many 
ways to get money for college. 
If you fill out your Free Appli-
cation for Federal Student Aid 
(FAFSA), the U.S. govern-
ment will send you an esti-
mate indicating how much 
your family would have to pay 
towards your education. There 
are also a lot of scholarship 
opportunities out there, even 
from the college or university 
ofyourchoice. Putawaythose 
army boots and get ready for 
college! 
At this pivotal point in our 
lives, there are many roads 
we can take regarding our fu-
tures. Will the road you take 
lead you to college? 
Karla E. Rivera, 
Von Steuben 
NORTHWESTERN 
B U S N E S S 
C 0 L L E G E 
P icture this ... 
A great education. a professional 
career. and a bright future in tess than 
twa years Northwestern Business 
College can mal<e this vision a reaUty. 
Why not put yourself in the picture? 
Call today for more Information on the 
following Associate Degree programs! 
Acco un t ing 
Med ic a l A ssis t in g 
Bus i ness 
Reta il Merchand isi ng 
Word Processing 
Ho s p i ta lity 
Off i ce Technology 
Paralegal 
Travel and Tou rism 
Computer Progra mming 
CHICAGO CAMPUS 
1 800 396-5613 
HICKORY HILLS CAMPUS 
5 1N CC IQ0• 2 1 800 682-9113 
----------------------------------
For more information 
send to admission Dept. 
4839 N.Milwaukee 60630 
Name 
Pnone 
Address 
Graduation Year _______ _ 
&Ai@%%W4 
Why is it that some people feel the need 
to make out in public? No, I didn't say why 
is it that some people feel the need to hold 
hands in public, and I didn' t say why is it that 
some people feel the need to exchange a 
peck on the lips in public. I said making out. 
If you don't know the difference, then this 
article doesn't concern you and you're 
free to move onto the next page. Now that 
I have a sufficient audience, don't you 
hate it? It's okay to be Iavey-dovey but 
people take it too far. I know you 've seen 
it. And it's not so much a matter of disre-
spect, it's just the fact that some things are 
to be done in the privacy of homes. Like 
washing your butt. Private! We don 't want 
to see that. Then, and I don't know why, it 
seems like the people who are the worst 
offenders tend to be very judgemental in 
other areas. They shake their heads and 
talk about other peoples' faults , not realiz-
ing their own. The term "what goes around 
comes around" comes to mind. But of 
course, this may not be the case. You may 
be so happy to have a boyfriend/girlfriend 
you can't control yourself. Now that's al-
most understandable because we're 
happy for you, too. But the fact remains 
that there's a time and place for every-
thing. And futhermore, you know mom 
would kick your butt if she saw you. PEACE 
OUT. 
Beshanda Spencer, Von Steuben 
For love lir money? 
It has been said by many men that women are "gold diggaz". But are 
women wrong for expecting men to pay for the date? If some men 
weren't so cheap, they would realize that women weren't asking for much. 
The amount of money that you spend on a date can say a lot about your 
feelings for a person. If you constantly insist upon taking your lady to 
"shady" places such as McDonald's or the dollar show, you may be telling 
her that you don't think she is worthy of high quality things. Who is 
responsible for paying for the date? Well, that depends. 
I'll put it to you like this. If a man asks a woman out on a date, then he 
shouldn't have any problems whatsoever with paying all expenses. Why? 
Because she could have said no and left you dateless. But don't think 
that I am a male basher. The same goes for a woman. If a woman 
invites a man to go out somewhere then she should pick up the bill, or at 
least offer to pay. Although, a respectable man wouldn't allow his date 
to pay the bill. It is just common courtesy. 
A woman should be treated like a queen. I am not saying that men 
must give up an arm and a leg for anyone, but he should !teat her like she 
rs precious. A good woman is a gift to be won and cherished forever. 
Since tradition says that the man is the provider for his family, dating is 
a preparation for a long term relationship/marriage. Men always want to 
play the dominant male role. However, when you get down to the nitty-
gritty, they don't want to assume responsibility and take control of the bill. 
Fellas, you cannot leave a job half done! If you insist upon being in 
control then take full responsibility. 
Chemica Brown, Whitney Young 
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Hyde Par'< 
Say you're walking down the street with your girl-
friend or wife and you just happen to look over at her, and at 
that moment she just happens to be looking at you, and eye 
contact is made. It's the right moment, you can just feel it. 
What to do? 
Public displays of affection, what's so bad about 
that? Well some people might say, "Th~re might be so many 
people watching", or ''What will people think." O.K. at any 
given time there could be several people in the area, but if 
those people had any kind of business at all they wouldn't be 
concerned with what you are doing anyway. Furthermore 
what kind of relationship is based on what other people think, 
anyway - if that's what relationships are based on there 
would be a lot more single people in the world today. To be 
honest if your mate won't allow you to show some signs of 
affection in public they might be trying to hide something from 
somebody. They may be afraid of the wrong person seeing 
them! Something to think about, isn't it? 
Now we have those, "It's a right time and a right place 
for everything", people who say, "Do that stuff at home." They 
nag about public displays of affection being disrespectful. 
There's a difference in showing affection, and being disre-
spectful. Of course you and your mate wouldn't go sit on the 
swings in a public park, with lots of little kids running around, 
and decide to get into a deep, deep kiss. Or you wouldn't 
decide to tongue kiss your girlfriend while sitting at the dinner 
table for Thanksgiving dinner among all of your family mem-
bers. That's disrespectful! On the other hand, what's wrong 
with giving your mate a kiss while at a dance club, or while ice-
skating on State Street, or while at a movie (it's dark at a 
movie theater, who can see in the dark?). 
When you think about it there are public displays of 
affection all around us. I have never heard of people being 
criticized for kissing their new spouse during a wedding 
ceremony, with several spectators looking on (should they 
be?). Public displays of affection happen all the time at 
airports and naval bases when spouses come home from 
long periods of separation. It's everywhere and you don't 
even know it. So to all you public display of affection critics 
out there don't be surprised if you catch yourself slipping one 
day, you'd be surprised at how commo'' it really is! 
Rodell Dawsor,Von Steuben 
I think one young woman put it best when she said " What 
do I need a broke man for. I can be broke by myself.'' Our 
topic today is about young women who go out with young 
menonlyfortheirrnoney, I amtalkingaboutthequote/unquote 
Golddiggers.Thisisforeverygirlwhoseinterestsinayoungmangoesno 
furtherthan his wallet. If you don't know heryou .am her! 
Young ladies, understandthatnotall rnen have moneyto be spent. 
Don'tgetmewrong,whenamanasksyououtheshouldpayforevery-
thing,andeven~youaskhimout(Asapolttegesture,whosayschivalry 
is dead). However, the young man isn't bound by anything to give ycu 
rnoneyorspend a lot on you ( especiallyafteroneortwocheesydates). 
Lookingforrnoneyoften leadstobadconsequences. Nice, regular guys 
don't have enough rnoneyforyou, so you goafter''thewrong kind of guy" 
who, while having money, treats you likedirt. 
Thenyoucomplainabouthowmen mistreatyou,allbecauseyou 
wantedafewextras. 
YouaregMngallwomenandteenagedgirlsabadnamewhenyoudo 
this.Myadvicetoyouis:trygoingoutwtthsomeonewhoshowsyou 
respectinsteadofhowmuchrnoneyhehas.Andifyouwantsomeextras, 
I hearWhtteCastle is hiring. 
William Lee, Hyde Park 
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As you all know, Da three B's: Boyz 
II Men , Babyface, and Brandy just 
jammed Chi-town at the B' 96 concert. 
That Brandy has really grown 
up since I last saw her. She worked the 
crowd into a frenzy when she sang her 
hit single "I wannabe down.• You know, 
a remix of "I wanna be down" which 
features well-known female rappers Me 
Lyle, Queen Latifah ,and Yo Yo was 
released several weeks ago {mostly 
because it's still requested so much 
around the country). 
Then, Babyface, along with 
his ensemble of talented protege's, gave 
a astounding performance. To top it all 
off, he pulled a lady on stage, sang to 
her, and gave her S 500 for all the things 
that men have done to women. 
Lastly, and to everyone's 
delight, Boyz II Men earned their top 
billing by giving an incredible perfor-
mance of the1r No. 1 hits • I'll Make Love 
To You" and "Down On My Knees," 
among other smooth jams. 
I also peeped Super producer/ wnter/ 
singer A-Kelly who was hiding from his 
fans and enJoying the show. I'm not sure 
if his protege Aaliyah was there. 
In other news, Chicago 
contmues to rapidly move up m the 
music scene with a new group called 
SOL which stands for Sounds Of Ute 
The group, wh1ch cons1sts of Ryan 
Russ, Chris Robinson, and brother Joel 
Rob1nson combmes a mixture of R&B 
and Hip Hop. SOLs prem1er s1ngle , • 
Hush·. will soften the hearts of females 
of all ages. The cut has dynamic lyrics 
and melodies with a persona of charm 
and strength. You may have recog-
nized this group open1ng for known 
recording artists such as Ten City, CeCe 
Pemston, and Chante' Savage, to name 
a few. These quys are so bad that A-
Kelly and P;-;11ce both wanted s1gn them 
JOIN 
(312) 
641 
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SUBWAY 
to their label. Joel who attends 
Kenwood Academy High school, IS also 
an actor who teamed up With mega star 
Macaulay Culkin 1n the film "R1ch1e 
R1ch." Joel's character "Omar" steals 
several scenes as one of RIChie's four 
·ordinary" friends h1s own age. The 
energetiC Ch1cagoan began h1s act1ng 
career at the npe old age of SIX 1n the 
film • Uncle Buck", also stamng 
Macaulay Culk1n and the late John 
Candy. H1s Wit and m1sch1evous charm 
then led to the role of · Nevtlle" the 
Jama1can wannabe, 1n the televtsion 
Sitcom • Sister Kate" 
Love was 1n the rur and a lot of 
people were happy that they metthe1r 
Valentine's Day sweet heart at the 
WGCI Dateline Singles Jam, hosted by 
Irene Mama S1ta Mohijca On the bill 
were ChiCago home JamS Chantay 
Savage, Subway, HMH, Jesse 
Campbell, and Soul For Real 
Don t forget to get your llckets 
to seen Aahyah , Brownstone 
Blackstreet, and Chang1ng Faces 1n their 
SOL 
upcoming concert. Now, you can't say 
that I d1dn't g1ve you advance not1ce- 11 
Will be the bomb. 
Is 11 JUSt me or does 11 seem 
like a lot of people are gettmg engaged 
or mamed all over, hke my brother Curt1s 
who mamed his wrte Dons (I was the 
best man I Love Ya Bro AND S1s}, and 
Usa Lopes of TLC and Andre R1son of 
the Atlanta Falcons, also there was K-Ci 
of Jodec1 and Mary J. Bhge (who's 
album went No 1, thank you very much). 
I know Pat Edwards who s Reg1onal 
Promotions Rep for Motown Records 
and Anthony Williams art1st Developer 
for PGD 1s glad that Subway party 1s 
over It was packed With alot of people. 
But over all Subway featunng 702 from 
MICheal B1vtns label BIV 10 did held a 
wonderful performs Speak1ng of B1vtns 
he and Tonya Reeves PubliCist for 
Motown Records 1n N Y came to 
support their group and the Rrst Lady 
from 106 1amz hosted the event Well 1111 
then W1Sh1ng you a Happy Valentine and 
see ya next issue 
Dora La Couture 
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Public Leaguers provide 
sparks at inaugural 
Hoops in the Loop Shootout 
The First Annual "Hoops in the Loop" Shootout took 
place on Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthday, Sunday 
January 15. at DePaul's Alumni Hall. Five Public 
League power houses. Farragut. Westinghouse. 
Carver. King. and Crane. plus several regional squads. 
provided plenty of excitement. 
The most anticipated game among these five was 
the Farragut. Rock Island battle Ronnie Fields' own 
personal dunkfest helped spark the Admirals to a 69-
57 victory Fields capped-off his jam session in a 
spectacular fashion alone on a breakaway. F1elds 
closed in on the basket a hush went over the 
anx1ous crowd as he left his feet BOOM! II The 
volume of the crowd noise blasted like an alarm 
clock F1elds electrifying windmill dunk concluded a 
brilliant performance which sow him score 20 points. 
grab 9 rebounds. dish out 5 assist. and get three steals 
and three blocks. H1s tag team partner Kevin Garnett 
put up an impressive stat line as well with 23 points. 19 
rebounds, and 4 blocks 
In maybe the day's best game. Westinghouse was 
upset by Kankakee at the buzzer 6 1-59 Corey Griffin 
rebounded an air ball . and put it in the basket as time 
exp1red Nick lrv1n and Marcel O 'Neal each scored 
16 points as Carver handily defeated Peoria Woo-
druff. 78-51 Led by game MVP Rareekas Jackson (20 
points. 1 0 rebounds) Crane beat Buffalo Grove 70-60. 
In the Shootout s nightcap, the King Jaguars held off 
Milwaukee s Rufus King 1n overtime. 67-65 making the 
Public Leagues record 4-1 on the day 
The ent1re seven game extravaganza was a great 
way to celebrate Dr King 's birthday and hopefully 
will be for years to come 
Marcus Thomas, Kenwood 
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Chicago's Piece 
Pes Menz Pes, (Pro-
nounced peace means 
peace ) is a hot line of 
Clothes from Chicago 
designer Alvin Rogers (top 
photo, center). "A lot of 
rappers are wearing my 
stuff," says Rogers. 
"Common Sense wore an 
outfit on BET's teen 
summit, and Pink House 
from 1 06 Jamz wears my 
stuff all the time." 
Pes Menz Pes started on 
Chicago's wild, wild, west 
side four years ago and 
will stay in the 
community, 
manufacturing clothes 
and helping young 
people "get up get out 
and get something ," 
according to Rogers. 
Look for Pes Menz Pes 
fashions (priced between 
$50-$60) at Larks 
(Evergreen Plaza), Tony's 
Sports (Irving Park & 
Sheridan), Pride (Ford 
City) , Compulsion (Hyd e 
Park), Tops and Bottoms 
(Madison & Pulaski) , Briars 
(Halsted & Roosevelt), 
and the Ultimate 
Warehouse (11th & 
Wabash). 
Photos by 
James Shuford & Paul Price, 
Shouth Shore. 
Modeled by 
Shena Ponder and 
Chemica Brown, Whitney Young, 
and Paul Price. 
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